Shower channel upper section
Linearis Compact System 100

Product advantages

- Contains optional features
  - Shower channel with optional lecage water aperture

- Accessories
  - Multistop
  - Hair sieve
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Installation

Linearis Compact System 100
Option with lecage water aperture*
1. Cleaning
Installation: wall side

1. Installation tools
2. PCI Lastogum application
3. Placement of PCI Lastogum
4. Marking the wall surface
5. Applying PCI Lastogum on the wall
6. Smoothing the surface
7. Adding additional layers of PCI Lastogum
8. Ensuring even distribution
9. Final smoothing
10. Ready for application of the next layer
11. PCI Lastogum for durability
12. PCI Lastogum application on the wall
13. Final check for evenness
Installation

Linearis Compact System 100 Installation on concrete base

1. Concrete floor
2. Sound-/Thermal insulation
3. Separation barrier
4. Screed
5. Mat for thin-bed sealing flange
6. Base coating / liquid coating
7. Tile adhesive
8. Tiles

Installation example for lowest tile height
LINEARIS COMPACT SYSTEM 100 Installation on concrete base

1. Concrete floor
2. Sound-/Thermal insulation
3. Separation barrier
4. Screed
5. Mat for thin-bed sealing flange
6. Base coating / liquid coating
7. Tile adhesive
8. Tiles